
                                                                                                                                 

Interview: Andrew Argent from League5 Academy 
 

Summer time is here and you are looking for an inspiration to a sport-related activities 

for kids? Read our interview with Andrew Argent – creator and founder of League5 

Kids Academy in Prague. What is it like to organise multi-lingual football and futsal 

academy in the Czech Republic? Are parents in the Czech republic more difficult to 

deal with than in other countries? And will this summer bring some new experience to 

managers of summer camps? 
 

Hello Andrew, could you please introduce yourself and the League5 Kids Academy? 

Hello Praha Sportovni and thanks for your interest in our League5 Kids Academy. The idea for the 

Academy was born after I met the other co-founder Johan. He is Belgian and I am French and 

possibly we have a different vision compared to Czechs regarding football/futsal for kids, especially 

at a young age. We created the association (Z.S.) League5 Kids Academy to showcase an innovative 

approach in Prague. 

The combination of my futsal skills, football freestyle career and more than three decades of 

experience in the field of football have helped me to build a distinctive approach towards the game 

that is different compared to regular football clubs.  

Johan is in charge of the development of the activities, the relations with our international 

community, and cooperation with different partners, such as charities and like-minded organisations.  

Together as a team we created a recreational football and futsal academy. The target is to offer 

unlimited access to football and futsal to any kid that is interested to play - without any pressure of 

performance and without any selections. 

This is also the reason why we have only one training per week (on Sunday morning). The families 

can come any Sunday they want, the trainings are not mandatory. This gives the families enough 

flexibility to enjoy various activities together during the weekend. 

What is it like to organise multi-lingual football and futsal academy in the Czech republic? How 

many nationalities do you have in L5KA?  

There are many aspects to welcoming kids and parents in a multi-lingual sports environment – the 

organisation is challenging, but also very joyful and enriching for us all. And because we want the 

academy to be an inclusive organisation, we don’t focus on particular groups, e.g. expats or French 

speakers. Our door is open to all kids living in Prague, as long as they want to have fun by playing 

football/futsal. 

Our educators are able to speak multiple languages - French, Czech, English, Italian, German, Spanish, 

Bulgarian. This gives us the opportunity to make any kid feel welcome at the academy. 

An interesting fact is that since we created the academy in 2015, 22 nationalities have joined us. 

Among these I can mention all the major European nations, but also India, China, Thailand, Syria or 

Peru. 



                                                                                                                                 
How did you cope with the pandemic situation? Did you miss football? And will this summer bring 

some new experience due to current situation?  

The Covid was really dramatic for us and our activities...  

After 3 weeks of quarantine and no activities we decided to make short videos training at home.  

The families who follow us could try to repeat at home and it was quite successfull.  

This summer we plan to have summer camp in August with focus on Football of course but we also 

offer multi-sports activities (Soft-ball, swimming, Handball,trampoline etc...) 

We will be of course very precautious with the sanitary rules and hopefuly everything will be ok.   

How do you cooperate and communicate with parents? Are they more difficult than in other 

countries? What would you recommend to a parent of a potential new child in your academy? 

We communicate with parents mainly with Fb, IG, mail or WhatsApp. We created a group of parents 

on WhatsApp where only the admin (me) can send info and of course to avoid spams we try to send 

info only when it is really necessary. 

The parents who join League5 Kids Academy are really kind and show lots of empathy. 

As we want to create recreationnal football/futsal academy without any pressure of results, i tis 

really easy to communicate with he parents as they don’t have any pressure if their kids will be 

playing the match on the weekend or not...  

The new parents who join us, I always recommend them to come and try for free.  

If they like it then I invite them to come on the next weekend and if not (this is really rare) I 

recommend them to try again in 3 or 4 month if they want. 

What is your philosophy in general about organising academy for youngsters? Do you prefer hard 

work and results or is the main goal to have fun and education? Or something between?  

The philosophy of League5 Kids Academy is really focusing on the 4 values we decided to use when 

we created the academy.  

FUN / FAIRPLAY / EDUCATION / HEALTH 

Our target is to provide football/futsal activities in a FUN environement without any pressure from 

parents or educators.  

We are not taking part into any official championships, this allow us to not make any selection of the 

kids for the matches during the weekend. 

We know how it is frustrating for a kid or the parents when your kid is not called in the team to play 

the match at the weekend.  

FAIRPLAY is important and at every end of match (before COVID) we ask the kids to check the hands 

off the opponent and we try to focus of the final result. 

To replace the matches with others clubs, we organise our own training that always finishes with 

match or tournament if we have enough kids. It means every kids are always involved in the practice.  

We have some many different kids in the Academy that we EDUCATE the kids by being tolerante with 

the others. We are all playing the same sport with same rules. Football is a great tool to educate!  



                                                                                                                                 
HEALTH is important and we want to kids to be active during the weekends this is why we organise 

our training on Sunday morning. While kids can run and have fun, the parents can network with 

other parents.  

You had the chance to organise various events for sport legends like Zinedine Zidane and Tony 

Parker. What was it like? And who is more challenging – 20 young and high-powered football 

players or one Zidane?        

With Zinedine Zidane it was a TV show called „ALL FIVE GAME“ for a big French channel named 

Canal+ together with Adidas from 2011 / 2012/ 2013/ 2014.  

It was a tv show where football players from France and all over the world could participate. A Czech 

team with players from Prague won the tournament in 2014. 

In this TV show I was „The Football Freestyler“ where I am the one to challenge Zidane on various 

skills or exercises such as crossbar challenge or others juggling tricks. 

With Tony Parker the basketball NBA legend I organised some events for him in France during various 

Basketball matches. 

I was in charge to organise with others Freestyler the show during the breaks. 

Being in front of Zinedine Zidane is more challenging than being in front of 20 kids.  

When you stand next to Zinedine Zidane on the pitch and you are doing some challenges like we 

did... you cannot make mistakes otherwise he will think „What this guy is doing here“, luckily I was 

doing quite well (see video) or (This video). 

The most important also when you are with Zinedine Zidane is to respect him as a person!  

The first time I met him I was calling him Monsieur... and then after few minutes I went to him and 

asked him how should I call him... He told me „Call me Zizou“, for me it was very important to do it 

this way to show him I respect him. 

Many people think Zidane is their friend because they so him on TV, because he is a legend but he 

also as the right to get his privacy...  

It was important for me to stay professionnal on and off the field with Zizou and this way I gain his 

respect, this is one of the reason why we worked together for 3 season of the TV Show. 

Do you have any kinds of partnership with other organizations? If yes, what are they bringing to 

you?  

We have a cooperation since day 1 with FACR grassroot. It is important to say thank you to them  as 

they are always encouraging us and supporting our activities.  

We cooperated with one association from Usti nad labem named Mongagua. We invited them in 

Prague and organised friendly matches with mixed teams from League5 Kids Academy kids and from 

Mongagua kids. 

We had some discussion with the association Fotbal Pro Rozvoj. 

We also cooperated with another football academy based in Prague from the South Korean 

community. 

We started some discussion with the association CCEEA „Czech China Education„ and hopefully we 

will organise something with this great organisation soon. 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=225368435372669
https://www.facebook.com/league5kidsacademy/videos/1954802014840061/


                                                                                                                                 
And the latest cooperation we did, it was with our dear Vietnamese friend from the Sapa football 

Academy. 

What are your plans and dreams for the future?   

We want to develop our concept and for this we need to find a spot on the other side of Prague, we 

are now in Vinohrady only and it will be great if we could find a location in Prague 5 or in Prague 6 to 

develop League5 Kids Academy in this area. 

My secret dream will be a cooperation with FACR and spread our vision of football using also Futsal 

with more kids in Prague and in the Czech Republic.  

The focus of this possible cooperation with FACR will be of course „FUN WITHOUT COMPETITIONS“ 

and the development of the kids through football and it´s values. 

Thank you very much and good luck! 

Thanks to Praha sportovni for your interest and thanks also for all what you are doing to promote 

sports in Prague.  


